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Computational techniques for characterisation
of electrically conductive MOFs: quantum
calculations and machine learning approaches
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The customisability of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) has attracted exponentially growing interest in

the realm of materials science. Because of their porous nature, MOF research has been primarily focused

on gas storage and separation. More recent investigations into MOFs have realised promising electronic

characteristics suitable for applications in electrocatalysis, resistive sensing and energy storage. Despite

high porosity and presence of organic linkers, — properties that contribute to the electrical insulating

properties of most MOFs — several strategies have been developed to construct MOFs with high

conductivity. These recent findings serve as strong encouragement that the incorporation of charge trans-

port chemistries into MOFs leads to structures that exhibit conductive behaviour. However, our under-

standing behind the nature of conductivity in MOFs is not yet explicitly evident. The development of

outstanding conductive MOFs would be greatly accelerated if we had an atomistic-level understanding of

how low-energy charge transport pathways can be installed in MOFs. In this context, computational

quantum mechanical methods can produce rich electronic structure details with sufficient accuracy to

provide insights towards MOFs’ conductive behaviour. An emerging alternative design strategy is the use

of machine learning to accelerate the way we screen and discover new conductive materials. In this

review, we summarise the most widely used quantum mechanical techniques to characterise important

band structure parameters and compare them with experimental measurements in the MOF literature. We

also highlight the current state of the art in machine learning assisted screening of MOFs for their

conductive properties and discuss the opportunities and challenges which lie ahead in this exciting field.

Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are a diverse class of porous
materials that consist of metal nodes connected by organic
linkers.1,2 Despite the typically electrically insulating nature of
these materials, recent research has been concerned with the
development of electrically conductive and semiconductive

MOFs for use in electronics applications such as sensors,
transistors, resistors, quantum applications, and energy
storage.3–7 From an application point of view, MOFs combining
structural tunability, accessible porosity and high surface area
as well as conductivity are highly desirable. However, such
MOFs are not common due to the presence of redox-inactive
organic linkers, hard metal ions, and high porosity: structural
features that make it difficult to achieve efficient charge
delocalisation. The generation of conductive MOFs is depen-
dent on the existence of easy charge transport pathways that
can be either achieved with extended p–p or p–d conjugation,
following a ‘‘through-bond’’ approach, or with overlapping
orbitals, following a ‘‘through-space’’ approach.8 Not only
conductive, but semiconductive MOFs are also of interest, for
example in the construction of transistors,9 as their conductivity
and electronic properties can be regulated through interaction
with guest molecules (e.g. chemical or redox doping) or
variations in temperature. As a result, semiconductive materials
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with low band gap can still achieve high levels of conductivity
after charge carrier alterations.10

The experimental characterisation of conductivity in solid crys-
tals including MOFs is carried out by measuring their conductivity,
charge mobility and band gap. Such experimental efforts are often
paired with computational analyses of materials to provide atomis-
tic level insights into the conductivity mechanism. Computational
characterisation is generally focused on electronic band structure
calculations using density functional theory (DFT). One particularly
important feature is the band gap prediction, which can be used to
determine whether conductive behaviour can be expected from a
given material. In general, materials with zero band gap are
conductors, structures with band gap values between 0 and 3 eV
are semiconductors, and those with larger band gaps above B4 eV
are defined as insulators. In addition to band gap predictions,
further information on the nature of materials conductivity can be
obtained via analysis of the band structure and density of states
(DoS). The band structure allows for the determination of electronic
energy levels and the effective masses of the charge carriers, while
the DoS represents the number of available states at each energy
level that electrons are allowed to occupy.

In this review, we summarise the most common computational
approaches to study MOFs’ electronic structure, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. DFT calculations can be performed using periodic or non-
periodic approaches i.e. the structure of the MOF can be considered
either as a periodic crystal structure, or as a non-periodic

molecule cut from the periodic geometry. We also describe
details of the electronic structure calculations reporting the
most widely used methodologies. Large structures with 4500
atoms normally consume large amounts of computational
resources and their optimisation is more difficult in reasonable
timescales11 and, therefore, the choice of DFT approaches
becomes essential to achieve optimum levels of accuracy while
keeping computation time affordable.

Besides DFT approaches, an emerging research area is the
use of machine learning (ML) algorithms for the characterisation
and discovery of conductive MOFs. Several ML methods have
been applied to MOFs with varying levels of success. Early ML
algorithms were used in conjunction with MOFs to predict
partial charges or metallicity, but more recently, novel
techniques have emerged which search specifically for
conductivity in MOFs via band gap prediction, attempting to
bypass the need for computationally expensive DFT calculations.
Towards the end of this review, we discuss some of the state-of-the-
art ML approaches to discover new electrically conductive MOFs.

Quantum mechanical methods for
characterisation of conductive MOFs

In this section, we give an overview of the most common
computational techniques used to characterise the band

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the computational approaches to analyse MOFs’ band structure and electrical conductivity.
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structure of MOFs with insulating, semi-conducting and
metallic behaviour. The study of electronic properties requires
the use of quantum-mechanical-based approaches including
wave function theory (WFT),12 density functional theory
(DFT),13,14 or the many-body GW approximation,15 which will
be briefly discussed in what follows. For a more detailed
discussion on quantum calculations, we refer the reader to
these publications.16–18 WFT is based on the solution of the
electronic Schrödinger equation through electronic trial wave
functions. This theory includes methods such as Hartree–Fock
(HF),19,20 Moeller–Plesset (MP)21 perturbation theory, and
coupled-cluster (CC).22 DFT is based on the principle that the
ground state properties of the system can be described by the
electron density.14 Practical calculations require the selection
of an exchange–correlation (XC) functional, a basis set that can
be localised or plane wave, and other numerical parameters
which tune the accuracy and determine the computational
resources required. Due to its balance between accuracy and
computational cost, DFT is the most widely used method for
periodic calculations and will be the focus of this review. The
GW approximation is based on many-body perturbation theory
and allows for estimation of the self-energy of a system in terms
of the one-body Green’s function (G) and the screened
Coulomb interaction (W).23 This approximation is typically
built on top of a single-particle theory, usually DFT. Therefore,
it can be considered as an extension of DFT to obtain more
accurate excited state properties. However, the associated
computational cost makes it prohibitive for many studies,
and it is mostly used on outstanding compounds that have
already been characterised with DFT.

With recent advancements in supercomputing power, a wide
range of software packages for DFT calculations have been
developed. For the structural and electronic characterisation
of MOFs, the most popular software packages include, but are
not limited to: VASP (Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package),24

CASTEP (CAmbridge Serial Total Energy Package)25 Quantum
Espresso (Open-Source Package for Research in Electronic
Structure, Simulation, and Optimization)26 and Cp2k.27 These
software packages allow for periodic DFT calculations with
plane wave (PW) basis sets. PW methods are generally the most
common choice for periodic calculations because they converge
smoothly to the target wavefunction. In contrast, localised basis
sets can report convergence problems because of the similarity
between different atoms’ functions: a problem caused by
over-completeness.28 From a practical point of view, it is easier
to set up PW calculations compared to localised basis sets as
the accuracy is optimised by a single parameter controlling the
size of the basis set, the cut-off energy. Many DFT studies based
on localised basis sets can be found in the literature and
are typically performed using software packages such as
SIESTA (Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with
Thousands of Atoms),29 Crystal,30,31 Dmol3,32 Amsterdam
Modelling Suite,33 DFTB+34 and Gaussian09.35

As mentioned earlier, DFT calculations require the selection
of an XC functional which will influence the accuracy
of the predicted properties. The simplest and least expensive

functional is the local density approximation (LDA) which is
based on the idealised model of the uniform electron gas.36

A more accurate class of functionals are those based on the
generalised gradient approximation (GGA). GGA functionals,
especially those based on the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
parametrisation (PBE37 or PBEsol38), as they usually provide
the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost
in large systems. Even though GGAs provide a more precise
description of the system, they still present the same problems
as LDA: both LDA and GGA approximations fail to accurately
describe electron exchange and correlation.39 As a result, more
precise functionals were devised to correct for this (we note that
this error is usually relevant for electronic structure calculations,
while it is negligible for geometry optimisations). Meta-GGA
functionals are an extension of the GGA functionals. They have
only been developed recently and are not always robust
enough to be used without appropriate consideration for each
calculation. For this reason, they are not often used for MOFs,
especially in high-throughput calculations. Hybrid functionals
are the most expensive and most accurate functionals that
include a portion of HF exchange energy. This class of
functionals is used for optimising MOFs only when highly
accurate geometries are required, for example when small
structural changes are significantly correlated to the band gap
properties.40 For structures in which van der Waals interactions
are significant, more accurate predictions can be obtained using
correction schemes that take into account these interactions:
for example the Grimme correction41 to highlight one amongst
many.42 Another correction scheme is the Hubbard U method
which can provide qualitative improvement for the electronic
properties in systems with electronic correlation between partially
filled d orbitals.43 In this case, the Coulomb interactions for
localised electrons are not fully described by DFT, and instead
the Hubbard U correction (DFT+U) accounts for it: this correction
is expressed in terms of U and J, where U is the correction to the
correlation energy, and J to the exchange energy. These are semi-
empirical parameters that are usually estimated experimentally.

The trade-off between computational cost and accuracy can
also be fine-tuned with different choices for the size of both the
basis set and the k-point grid used to sample the Brillouin zone
(BZ). The size of the basis set is defined by the cut-off energy,
often set to 400–600 eV. Low cut-off energies require less
computational effort but may prevent the electronic energy
calculation from converging, or give incorrect results. The
self-consistent field (SCF) convergence criterion itself is a
parameter that is normally set to 10�7–10�5 eV per atom; higher
values cause a drop in accuracy, while lower values force longer
computations. The selection of these parameters is also
affected by the choice of pseudopotential. Pseudopotentials
are used to approximate the effect of the core electrons,
meaning that the calculation focuses on the valence electrons,
while the core electrons are considered ‘‘frozen’’ i.e. they are
not involved in chemical bonding. Typical choices include
ultrasoft pseudopotentials or the Projector Augmented Wave
method (PAW).44 The k-point selection is another important
aspect that directly relates to the resolution of the Kohn–Sham
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equation of the DFT calculation. The solution for periodic
systems (e.g. ground state energy) requires integration over
the BZ in reciprocal space. In practice, these integrals are
approximated by sums that run over a finite number of k-points
in the BZ, and there are several schemes for constructing a
k-point set for the above approximation. A common choice is to
adapt a regularly spaced k-point grid centred at the origin of the
BZ (i.e. Gamma point). Most physical quantities are smoothly
varying over the BZ, and therefore they converge quickly with
respect to the size of the k-point grid. A computationally
affordable k-point sampling density for geometry optimisation
is about 0.05 2p Å�1, which means that given the large
dimension of a typical MOF unit cell, it is acceptable to use
only one k-point (Gamma only) for geometry optimisation.
For accurate band gap calculations, a denser k-point grid with
sampling density of 0.03–0.05 2p Å�1 can be used after the
geometry relaxed structure is obtained.

Geometry optimisation

Electronic structure calculations normally begin with optimising
the geometry of the material. Periodic optimisation of MOFs
with large unit cells can be computationally expensive, in terms
of both the simulation time and memory required. Moreover,
when conducting large scale DFT investigations, the use of lower
level DFT can be justified as a first-step screening approach, as
high level DFT is typically reserved for small subsets of
outstanding materials to maximise accuracy against available
resources. Therefore, the choice of a DFT method should depend
on the size of the materials observed, available computational
resources as well as the number of structures to calculate.
As previously described, the simplest XC functional is LDA,
and even though it has been shown to provide sufficient
optimisation of the structure, it is not a common choice because
of the availability of more sophisticated approximations to the
XC functional. Most of the time, PBE is considered reliable for
geometry optimisation calculations without requiring too many
computational resources. To improve its accuracy, it is often
paired with modifications that include van der Waals interactions.
For example, for the geometry optimisation of the Ni–HITP MOF
synthesised by Sheberla and co-workers,45 the PBE-D2 functional
was used to take into account strong van der Waals interactions
between the MOF layers. This is a common approach, especially
for bidimensional MOFs where p–p interactions are significant.
The use of hybrid functionals for geometry optimisation is rare:
the self-interaction error described in the previous section mostly
affects the electronic structure calculations, therefore it would not
be convenient to use an expensive hybrid functional for geometry
optimisation, since the GGA functionals can already provide good
results.

When performing the geometry optimisation, another
variable to consider is whether to optimise the crystal lattice
parameters or only the internal atomic coordinates. For many
MOFs, the experimentally determined crystal structure is
reliable enough to permit fixing of the cell volume, avoiding
further computational costs. Although this option is computa-
tionally faster, in certain cases the cell volume optimisation is

not avoidable. For example, Ling and Slater40 analysed the band
structure of the highly flexible M–MIL-53 (M = different metals)
materials with large and narrow pore conformations. This
MOF, a ‘‘breathing MOF’’, has been shown to significantly
change its conformation upon gas adsorption and/or varying
pressure/temperature, thus changing its cell dimension and
pore size. For such highly flexible MOFs, the geometry optimi-
sation was carried out via accurate hybrid functional, HSE06,46

with relaxed lattice parameters.
To gain more insight into the electronic contributions of

different MOF structural features, one can perform non-
periodic DFT calculations on individual MOF molecular
building blocks. The first important piece of information the
building blocks could provide is the lowest energy conformation.
For example, in the work of Sheberla et al.,45 the structure of
HITP (hexaiminotriphenylene), a linker of a 2D Ni-based MOF
was optimised using B3LYP level of theory calculations. The
optimised HITP molecule was then inserted into the periodic
structure in order to minimise the computational requirements,
without reducing the accuracy of the calculations. Another useful
property that can be obtained from MOF linkers is found via the
characterisation of the highest occupied molecular orbital and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO–LUMO) gap.
This approach is used when the interactions between building
blocks are considered to manifest in the conductivity of the
entire periodic structure: for example, in cases of strong p–p
interactions between linkers, orbital overlap between functional
groups, and/or the presence of guest molecules. For such
studies, accurate geometry optimisation is a necessity. The basis
set and the XC functional are usually selected by calculating
specific properties (e.g. light absorption) and comparing the
results obtained to known experimental values. Given that the
geometry optimisation of non-periodic molecules is not as
computationally intensive as periodic calculations, hybrid
functionals (e.g. B3LYP)47,48 and meta-GGA functionals (e.g.
M06)49 are often used. The most commonly used basis sets are
the Pople basis sets50 with six primitive Gaussians comprising
each core atomic orbital basis function (e.g. 6-311+G(d,p)).
Non-periodic calculations are often performed using Gaussian09.

Band gap calculations

Once the MOF geometry is optimised, the band gap value can
be obtained from the density of states (DoS) or from the band
structure. The electronic band structure is a good way to
investigate the energy states, and the band gap, as well as
possible electronic transitions. MOFs that have localised charge
often display flat electronic bands, and as a result, the
conductivity is expected to be low, even for materials with no
band gap. The band structure analysis can therefore be as
important as the knowledge of the band gap itself. The DoS
is a k-point point integrated version of the band structure,
therefore it provides less information, but it is easier to
interpret. It describes the number of electronic states available
at different energy levels in a system, essential for determining
the electron carrier concentrations and energy distributions
within a semiconductor. When analysing the DoS, it is often
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useful to differentiate between individual contributions of
atomic orbitals as this may provide more information about
the underlying electron transport mechanism.

In a recent contribution, Dou et al.51 reported a number of
2D conductive MOFs based on 2,3,7,8,12,13-hexahydroxy tetra-
azanaphthotetraphene (HHTT). Four MOFs were synthesised
using the same HHTT linker and different metals (Ni, Cu, Co, Mg)
which all showed zero band gap according to DFT predictions.
The study of these MOFs is a good example of how the band
structure and DoS can be analysed. As shown in Fig. 2, the band
structure and the DoS are usually presented together. The
band structure is centred on the Fermi level (see the red line in
Fig. 2) and in this case, because the MOFs are essentially layered
sheets, the band structure is divided into in-plane and out-of-
plane (along the stacking direction) k-points. The DoS shows the
contribution of each atom to the electronic states: neither MOF
exhibits a band gap, indicating metallic behaviour. However, their
electronic structures show different properties which can help
further analyse their level of conductivity. Co–HHTT has low
levels of DoS near the Fermi energy, indicating low availability of
electrons, and it is mostly given by the C atoms. In Cu–HHTT,
oxygen has a much higher contribution to the DoS, and the
electronic bands of Cu–HHTT are more dispersed than those
of Co–HHTT: an observation that can be related to higher
conductivity, something that was indeed confirmed by
experiments.

Band gap calculations are often conducted using more
accurate but computationally expensive hybrid functionals,
usually Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof HSE06 (or HSE0346). In fact,
it is rather essential to use HSE when low band gap materials
are studied.52 This is because LDA and GGA functionals
severely underestimate band gap values. This underestimation
arises from the self-interaction error39 caused by the use of
approximations for the exchange and correlation energies.
We note that the incorporation of substantial amounts of exact
exchange (the nonlocal HF exchange) reduces this error. HSE
functional can overcome this underestimation of the band gap.

If HSE is used, a large number of k-points would require too
much memory, so fewer k-points, or the Gamma-only approach
is suggested. The HF contribution to the functional is what
makes the hybrid functionals more expensive than low-level
DFT calculations, therefore in some cases, different k-points are
sampled for the HF and DFT approaches.53

As discussed above, system-specific correction schemes can be
applied into DFT calculations. For example, the implementation
of the Hubbard correction can optimise the Coulomb interaction
potential which is not fully described by DFT. A good example of
implementing DFT+U is the work of Zhang et al. where band gap
values were calculated for MOF-74 materials.54 Values of U = 4 eV
and J = 1 eV were selected according to previously published
experiments,55 where the Hubbard correction was used on
organometallic sheets. Another approximation algorithm to
reduce the band gap error is the scissor operator used to match
the computed band gap values with those obtained in
experiments.56 In a recent work by Yang et al.,57 the band gap
values (Eg) of UiO-66, -67 and -68 analogues were estimated using
a scissor operator, whereby all computed values are scaled by a
constant factor (1 + e), written as:

Eg E (1 + e)EDFT
g

where e is the relative band gap error of a MOF when simulations
and experiments are compared. The relative error is calculated
by dividing the difference between experimental and predicted
band gap value (DE) by the predicted value:

e ¼ DE
EDFT
g

We note that such error mitigation factors can be applied for
MOFs with rather similar chemical properties, as the relative error
is not comparable for MOFs with significantly different chemistries.

Finally, the GW15 approach is based on many-body pertur-
bation theory where the generated energy levels are normally
more reliable than DFT levels. Although the Kohn–Sham eigen-
values obtained from a DFT calculation can be interpreted as
the energy needed to add or remove an electron from the
system,58 strictly speaking, this is not true. DFT only finds
the ground state electron density when the system is neutral.
When adding or removing electrons, one charges the system
and, consequently, other electrons redistribute to a new
configuration. This is also why DFT tends to underestimate
the band gap, as it does not consider the extra energy required
to squeeze an extra electron into the real conduction band and
the release of energy when removing an electron from the real
valence band. We note that GW calculations are extremely
computationally expensive – more expensive than hybrid
functional DFT calculations – and are normally applied to
MOFs with small unit cells. In this context, Huang et al.59 used
G0W0, an approximation to GW, to find the corrections to the
DFT band structure calculations. We refer the reader to the
original publication for more details.

In addition to studying periodic structures of MOFs for band
gap calculations, non-periodic building blocks of MOFs can be
subjected to DFT investigations to gain insights into the

Fig. 2 Electronic band structures of Co–HHTT and Cu–HHTT.
Both structures exhibit metallic electronic band structures, shown by the
non-zero density of states at the Fermi level (indicated by the red line).
The k-points are shown for the in plane and out of plane sections of both
two-dimensional structures. Reproduced from ref. 51 with permission
from Springer Nature, copyright 2020.
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electronic structure. One approach is the analysis of the
HOMO–LUMO gap for studying the direct effect of organic
linker modifications on band gap. This approach is useful for
e.g. MOFs containing similar inorganic secondary building
units but different linkers whose electronic properties can be
calculated as individual molecules. Even though the HOMO–
LUMO gap and the band gap cannot be directly compared, any
correlation between different HOMO–LUMO gap values can tell
if the linker has a significant influence on the overall band
gap without the need to run prohibitively expensive periodic
calculations. In a comparative study of different structural
families of IRMOF-1, Pham et al.60 substituted some of the
hydrogens in the BDC = benzenedicarboxylic acid linker with
halogens and compared the DFT band gap values with those of
HOMO–LUMO gap calculations from isolated linkers (Fig. 3a).
Fig. 3b also reports the same study for IRMOF-20 in which the
linker DHPDC (1,4-dihydropentalene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid) was
modified using S and O. Interestingly, the trend of the HOMO–
LUMO gap values is almost exactly that of the band gaps of the
studied periodic MOFs.

With the help of post-processing DFT analysis tools, e.g.
GaussView,61 one can generate and visualise molecular orbitals.
Anh Tran et al.62 showed different metal-linker cluster models
of ZIF-8 with their HOMO–LUMO orbitals (Fig. 4). In ZIF-8, the
HOMO orbitals are localised on the imidazole rings, which are
electron-rich, while the LUMO is localised on the Zn, which is
electron deficient. Such visualisation techniques are useful in
probing guest–host interactions in MOFs which can shed light
on MOFs conductivity performance before and after e.g. gas
adsorption in sensing applications.

Band gap values: experiments vs. calculations

In Table 1, we present a comprehensive list of band gap values
computed for MOFs and compare them with experimental values,
where available. We envisage that this data establishes a baseline

to compare the accuracy of low-level DFT methodologies (e.g.
PBE), high-level hybrid functionals (e.g. HSE06), and experiments.
Previous research suggests that the measured band gap values
of MOFs can vary up to several tenths of an eV depending
on the measurement technique, environment chemistry,
synthesis, and post-treatment conditions, and the combination
of such factors must be controlled for accurate and reproducible
characterization.3,4,63,64 For example, several band gap values are
reported for IRMOF-1 ranging from 3.4–4 eV, and these variations
are attributed to the concentration of the reagents, synthesis
temperature, and post-treatment methods.65,66 The presence of
structural defects, a common attribute of MOFs chemistry, have
also been reported to affect the band gap. Taddei et al.67 showed
that the prototypical MOF, UiO-66, can be defect-engineered at
different levels to generate a range of band gaps between 3.3 to
4.1 eV for the same material. In the same way, the choice of
computational methods impacts band gap predictions and the
quality of agreement with experiments. As mentioned earlier, PBE
or other GGA functionals have a tendency to underestimate the
band gap even when correction schemes are applied.43,52,68,69

Despite this underestimation, PBE functionals are frequently used
for initial investigative calculations due to their scalability and
lower computational cost, and are considered a sufficient bench-
mark to either motivate further high-level DFT calculations or
experiments, or to disregard the material as a conductive candidate.
It is worth noting that when large-scale calculations are carried out
to identify conductive MOFs, such underestimation of bandgap
may lead to false-positive band gap detection but not false-
negatives. This means that the calculations will not discard
‘‘potentially’’ conductive materials at the exploratory screening
stage. As shown in Table 1, in many MOF electronic studies
such as those for Ni–HITP (HITP = hexaiminotriphenylene)70 and
Cu–BHT (BHT = benzenehexathiol)71 materials, PBE predictions
showed metallic behaviour corroborating experimental results.
However, there are also a number of materials for which DFT
calculations fail to accurately predict band gaps. In particular, the
electronic structure for materials containing open-shell metals is
difficult to be correctly described by most DFT functionals due to
energy gaps between different spin states.72–75 We note that a
hybrid DFT method is necessary to provide a more realistic

Fig. 3 Conduction and valence bands (lines) and HOMO–LUMO values
(red and blue dots) of halogen-substituted (a) IRMOF-1 and (b) IRMOF-20
with linker modifications. Reprinted with permission from ref. 60 Copyright
(2014) American Chemical Society.

Fig. 4 HOMOs and LUMOs of ZIF-8 cluster models with 1, 2 or 3
imidazole rings (Zn–Im, Zn–2Im, Zn3Im). Reproduced from ref. 62 with
permission from Elsevier, copyright 2021.
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Table 1 Calculated and experimental band gap values for MOFs reported in the literature. The computational values are calculated using PBE (low-level
DFT) or HSE06 (high-level DFT) unless specified otherwise in the table footnote

MOF name Ref. code
Low-level DFT
band gap (eV)

High level DFT
band gap (eV)

Experimental
band gap (eV) Ref.

IRMOF-1 SAHYIK 3.4h 4.6 3.4/4 81, 60 and 66
IRMOF-8 WORKOF 2.91–2.83 3.27 82,83
IRMOF-7 2.77 83
IRMOF-9 WAKHUO 3a 3.42 82
M-IRMOF-10 2.8/3h 84
IRMOF-13 2.62 83
M-IRMOF-14 2.4/2.5h 85
UiO-66 RUBTAK, SURHEU03 2.92/2.8–2.2h 4.03 4.07/3.94 53, 67, 79 and 80
UiO-67 WIZMAZ 2.5–2.2h 4.06/3.97c 3.68/3.5 79
UiO-68 CEMBII 2.4–2.2h 3.2 79,86
HKUST-1 FIQCEN 1.8 3.8 3.6 87
TCNQ@HKUST-1 1.4 88
ZnBTC 2.4h 3.4 89
NH2–ZnBTC 1.9h 2.8 89
Ru3(BTC)2Cl1.5 2.06 90
Cr–HITP 1.15c 91
Cu–HITP 0 92
Ni–HITP 0.12 0.2/0h 92
M–HHTT 0 51
Ln–HHTP 0/1.2 93
Cu–BHT 0 71
Fe2+/Fe3+(BDT) 0.5 94
Fe2+(BDT) 2 94
Fe–MOF-74 0.3–1.75fh 1.38–2.44 2.1–1.3 54, 95 and 96
Co–MOF-74 ORIWAP 0.49–2fh 2.76 54 and 97
Mg–MOF-74 TODYUJ 2.1 3 98 and 99
DSNDI–MOF-74 1.6 2.5 2.1 100
TTF–DSNDI–MOF-74 0.9 1.5 1 100
[CH3NH3][Ni(HCO2)3] 1.8f 101
MFU-4 IGOCOX 2.52 3.43 3.08 102 and 103
MIL-125 3.8 3.6 77
Cu[Ni(PDT)2] HIVPOU 0.04 2.1de 2 104 and 105
MOF-177 BABRII 3.35b 3.3 106
MOF–FMA XOZXOA 4.55 4.13 107
[Sr(HBTC)(H2O)]n 2.3 102
Zn2(TTFTB) 1.75h 108
PCN-700 RUBLAD 4.19 109
PCN-700–BDC 4.11 109
Ce–PCN-700–DHBQ 2.1 109
ZIF-67 GITTOT02 1.98 110
ZIF-8 FAWCEN, OFERUN 4.39 5.5–4.4c 4.9 62, 98,1 05 and 111
Zn5–BPDC 2.93a 3.36 82
Zn–FDC 1.87g 112
CPO-7 2.76 3.26 82
Fe3(THT)2 0.35f 113
Co(THT)2 0 114
Ni3(BHT)2 0 115
Ni(HiIT) 0 116
Ni(HiAT) 1.2 116
MOF-650 0.9 117
Zn-SURMOF 2 1.58b 1.51d 1.6 118
Cd–MOF-5 3.6 119
NH2–MIL-101(Cr) 2.65d 2.3 120
FeDSBDC WUFXAY 1.9 121
Fe(1,2,3-triazolate) 4.4–1.5h 121
Mn2(DSBDC) 2.6 122
Mn2(DOBDC) 2.48h 122
Fe–MIL-53 POJTUE 2.734h 2.72 40 and 123
Ce–UiO-66 3.04 2.8 124
Ce–UiO-67 2.5 124
Mn(BDT) 0/1.54 125
Ni(HIB) 0 126

a Calculated with LDA. b Calculated with DFTB. c Calculated with B3LYP. d Calculated with PBE0. e Calculated with Grimme correction.
f Calculated with Hubbard correction. g Calculated with PW-91. h Different modifications of similar MOFs reported in the paper.
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description of the band gap especially in MOFs containing transi-
tion metals with unpaired electrons, e.g. Ti, V, and Fe.76–78 Table 1
reports several HSE predicted band gaps that are within good
agreement with experimental band gaps across a wide range of
MOFs. A good example is UiO-66, where HSE calculation predicts
a band gap of 4.03 eV, which is in excellent agreement with
experimental values of ca. 3.94–4.07 eV. For the same structure,
PBE underestimates the band gap by more than 1 eV (PBE band
gap = 2.92 eV).53,67,79,80 All things considered, we encourage
researchers working in the field to interpret both experimental
and calculated band gap values for MOFs with appropriate
considerations.

Let us further discuss notable materials from Table 1. An
example of complementary use of PBE/HSE calculations and
experiments is given by the Ni–HITP MOF and its analogues.92

This MOF was studied using the PBE functional and was found
to have a 0.12 eV band gap. This small band gap prediction led
to further calculations using HSE06, predicting a band gap of
0.2 eV, followed by the synthesis and experimental testing for
sensing applications. This interesting discovery prompted
substituition of the metals in M–HITP (M = metal), resulting
in identification of additional conductive MOFs.91 This
stimulated further work on structural analogues of the MOF
with similar linkers, such as HHTT or HHTP (hexahydroxytri-
phenylene). All of these MOFs present bidimensional structures
in which the high conductivity is attributed to in-plane
conjugation between the linkers p orbitals and the metals’ d
orbitals, or to the p–p stacking between the MOF planes: typical
charge transfer pathways found in conductive MOFs developed
so far. In another systematic study, Skorupskii et al.93

calculated the electronic structure of a number of lanthanide-
based HHTP MOFs. Fig. 5 shows the band structure and DoS of
La–HHTP. This MOF presents a band gap 1.5 eV in the in-plane
direction, where the La orbitals show little conjugation
with the ligand and contribute most to the valence and
conduction band.

On the contrary, due to the p–p stacking, there is no band
gap along the out-of-plane direction and the bands are

dispersed along the stacking direction of the 2D planes. When
the metal is substituted for other lanthanides (Nd, Yb, Ho), the
conductivity increases with the diminishing of the stacking
distance, further evidence that the level of conductivity is
attributed to the overlap of orbitals between the MOF planes.

Another group of MOFs worth highlighting is the M–MIL-53
(M = Ti, Fe, V, Sc, Cr, In, Ga, Al) isostructures.40 These MOFs are
highly flexible and exhibit large pore (lp) and narrow pore (np)
conformations under a variety of physical stimuli.127 Fig. 6
compares the band gap values for eight MIL-53 materials (with
different trivalent metal cations) in their lp and np forms.
Given the presence of open shell metals, HSE06 calculations
were deemed necessary to provide a faithful description of the
electronic structures. Except for Ti–MIL-53, all other structures
display considerable band gap changes when lp and np
conformations are compared. In general, for all structures, lp
M–MIL-53 conformations have a higher band gap compared to
the np forms. For known MIL-53 materials, the difference in
band gaps between np and lp conformations spans from
0.35 eV for V3+ to 1.39 eV for In3+. Narrow pores correspond
to a smaller volume, which relates to stronger orbital overlap
between neighbouring organic linkers and therefore producing
lower band gaps. Given the ease of inducing structural
transformations in MIL-53 by external stimuli, such as gas
adsorption, temperature and pressure variations, their electronic
properties can be tuned and exploited in applications such as
resistive switching, phase-change memory, piezoresistor, gas
sensing, and thermochromic materials.40

The electronic structure of UiO family of MOFs—charac-
terised by the presence of the Zr6O4(OH)4 metal cluster—have
been also studied in previous papers. In specific, UiO-66, -67
and -68 band structures have been systematically calculated
after modifications of the linker and of the metal.79 UiO-66, 67,
68 are composed of the Zr–oxide cluster and BDC (benzene
dicarboxylic acid), BPDC (biphenyl dicarboxylic acid) and TPDC
(triphenyl dicarboxylic acid) linkers, respectively. The
difference between these linkers is essentially the number of
benzene rings in their ligands. These MOFs can exist in the
hydroxylated and dehydroxylated forms which result in

Fig. 5 Band structure and DoS of La–HHTP. The inset shows the first
Brillouin zone. Reproduced from ref. 93 with permission from Springer
Nature, copyright 2020.

Fig. 6 HSE06 predicted band gap values for M–MIL-53 with large pore
(lp) and narrow pore (np). M = Different metals shown in the graph.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 40. Copyright (2015) American
Chemical Society.
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different band gap values as reported in Table 1. Another
example is reported in Fig. 7, where UiO-66, modified with Ce,
was recently synthesised and systematically functionalised.128

Such structural modification techniques enable systematic and
clear band gap comparisons for MOFs with a similar parent
structure but different functional groups. The study concludes
that SH and NH functional groups are the most effective
modifications to UiO-66(Ce) which narrows the band gap from
2.66 eV to 1 eV.

We also note that the host–guest interaction is in certain
MOFs accompanied by a formation of donor–acceptor pair
between the MOF and the guest molecule, which may result
in guest-induced electronic polarization and charge transfer.
This means that the presence of e.g. residual solvent, adsorbed
gas and doping agents can create new charge transport pathways
influencing the band gap. Table 1 presents a few examples
related to this phenomena. An important study is the work of
Talin et al.129 on the infiltration of HKUST-1 by a redox-active
molecule 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinododimethane (TCNQ) which
resulted in significant increase in electrical conductivity of the
material by six orders of magnitude to 7� 10�2 S cm�1. UB3LYP/
VTZP level of theory was applied for cluster models optimisation
and PBEsol functional for periodic calculations to shed light on
possible mechanism for the appearance of conductance in the
doped material. The calculations showed that TCNQ molecules
bridges HKUST-1’s Cu dimer groups inserting unoccupied
molecular orbitals into the MOF HOMO–LUMO gap, facilitating
electronic coupling between HKUST-1 and TCNQ molecules.88

Similarly, another relevant case worth citing is the structure
of MOF-74 analogue constructed from electron deficient
naphthalenediimide (NDI) ligands with salicylic acid groups,
DSNDI–MOF-74.100 The authors doped this structure with
electron-rich tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) guests in order to suppress
its band gap compared to that of the parent material. The
electronic structure of DSNDI–MOF-74 was obtained via HSE06
and PBE calculations resulting in band gaps of 2.5 eV and 1.6 eV,
respectively. More importantly, the HSE06 (PBE) predicted band
gaps of TTF-doped DSNDI–MOF-74 were 1.5 (0.9) eV, nearly 1 eV

smaller than that of the parent material. This reduction in the
band gap was attributed to the formation of TTF/NDI stacks
along the MOF promoting efficient p-donor/acceptor charge
transfer interaction.

These case studies are examples of different computational
approaches to modulate the band gap in MOFs. Organic linker
functionalisation, metal substitution, guest molecules and
variations in the cell volume or interlayer distance are all ways
of tweaking the electrical conductivity. It is our hope that this
overview of the reported band gap data can be used as a
reference for future DFT studies and to further guide our
intuition towards designing and discovering new electrically
conductive MOFs.

Machine learning for characterisation
of conductive MOFs

The aforementioned DFT calculations are essential to analyse the
electronic structures of MOFs and their resulting conductivity, but
they require considerable time and computational resources
especially when high-throughput practices are considered.
Computationally expensive many-atom MOFs could certainly
benefit from the introduction of machine learning
techniques,130 particularly for predicting electronic properties
such as conductivity. Additionally, ML can help reduce the
staggering ca. 100 000 existing MOF structures in the CSD MOF
subset,2 to a more relevant and DFT manageable cluster of
promising candidates and even accurately predict the band gap.
Successful implementation of reliable ML MOF screening
algorithms certainly has the potential to significantly expedite
the discovery of new conductive MOFs.

The use of ML in the characterisation of MOFs electronic
properties is still in its infancy. Initial ML approaches were
developed to avoid high computational costs associated with
DFT, even at PBE level. Presently, a number of ML models
predict partial atomic charges of MOFs for the purpose of gas
adsorption simulations.131,132 In a recent work by Raza et al., a
message-passing neural network (MPNN) has been developed
to assign partial point charges to each atom of a MOF structure
with a computational cost B3 seconds per material. Additionally,
Korolev et al.132 use a gradient boosting decision trees (GBDT)
method, which provides feature importance, enabling one to
study the contribution of individual features. Kancharpalli
et al.133 trialled 4 new ML techniques, including random forest
(RF) and linear regression (LR) approaches, notably on a set
of neutral structures, in an attempt to further improve the
reliability of ML. Techniques have also been demonstrated for
covalent organic frameworks (COFs) as Deeg et al.134 developed
a generic algorithm to derive accurate framework partial
charges for COFs trained on a set of 98 structures. Semi-
empirical methods are preferable with regards to computational
cost; however, they often overestimate the value of point
charges for certain elements. A commonly used training dataset
is that compiled by Nazarian et al.135 which provides DFT
calculated charge assignment for over 2000 MOFs. This set is

Fig. 7 HSE06 calculated DoS of functionalised UiO-66(Ce). The conduc-
tion band minima are aligned. Reprinted with permission from ref. 128.
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.
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publicly available for use as a supplement to the CoRE MOF
database.136

The limitations of some of the studies thus far include many
computationally developed MOFs due to the potential inclusion
of rare features in hypothetical structures which are not present
within this experimental training set (e.g. Se, Hf, Cs, Pu, and Ir
appear in only one MOF). With most ML applications there is
scope for improvement on any preliminary result if there are
resources available to allow retraining on a more relevant, or
diverse, dataset. Additional difficulties may occur due to
periodicity and large MOF unit cells. However, the benefits of
these emerging techniques include the ability to assign
charges, or band gaps, to structures that contain thousands
of atoms per unit cell, and which contain heavy elements (e.g.
Tb and Eu) as these are often inaccessible for first-principle
calculations. The ability to model structures containing these
rare-earth elements widens the searching pool for desirable
materials. As a result, there has been increased interest into the
feasibility of ML techniques that can be applied directly to
characterise MOFs conductive behaviour.

Using ML to predict the band gap of a material is not a new
concept, there have been several studies into returning a
reliable band gap prediction for inorganic materials.137–140

Applying ML in the search for conductive MOFs was first
demonstrated in the work of He et al.141 At the time, a
sufficiently large dataset of MOF band gap values was not
available. As such, a transfer learning approach was taken, where
four different ML models were trained to determine whether an
inorganic solid was metallic or non-metallic. The training for the
metallicity prediction of MOFs was performed upon the DFT+PBE-
predicted band gaps of 52 300 inorganic materials.142 The models
were then utilised in making predictions for a set of 2932 MOFs
with unknown band gaps.135 In order to determine the metallic or
insulating behaviour of a material, 45 material physical and
chemical descriptors were generated. These included nine
elemental properties: atomic number, group number, period
number, electronegativity, electron affinity, melting temperature,
boiling temperature, density, and ionisation energy. A flow
diagram of the process used to predict these metallic MOFs is
shown in Fig. 8. A band gap detected by the algorithm would
trigger a binary output for metallic and non-metallic MOFs.
A multi-voting scheme was implemented, where positive
predictions by at least two models were required before structures
would be accepted as metallic. After this initial screening, all
positive metallic materials were then selected for further high-
level DFT calculations.

The result of this investigation correctly predicted the existence
of 6 metallic MOF structures from a total of 9 suggested
candidates via ML. It is worth noting that these six materials
are atypical of traditional MOFs due to a lack of hydrogen within
the structures. These six structures were: (a) Mn8Re24C24S32N24

(EFOSUO), (b) Mn8Re24C24Se32N24 (EFOTEZ), (c) Mn8Re24C24-

Te32N24 (EFOTID), (d) Co4Hg4C16S16N16 (FEFZOF), (e) Cd2C8 (JUT-
CUW), and (f) Mn4Re12Te16C12N12 (NAMZIL). The authors
reported a 67% accuracy rating, which could be increased by
further ML training on exact MOF materials, to speed up the

search for, and discovery of, metallic MOFs. An observation of the
set notes that despite the presence of 196 Mn based MOFs, there
were no positive metallic predictions. However, the presence of
transition metal Re with Mn resulted in positive metallic
predictions for all four occurrences of MOFs containing this metal
cluster. It is also worth noting that due to the binary output
technique, some potentially interesting semi-conducting MOFs
are likely to have been screened out due to being non-metals, and
having a non-zero predicted band gap. Additionally, the positive
identification of a metallic structure by ML does not guarantee
conductivity.

In an excellent contribution, Rosen et al.105 used several ML
models for the prediction of DFT-computed band gaps,
suggesting that it may be possible to avoid computationally
expensive quantum-chemical calculations for screening thousands
of structures. This approach attempts to rapidly predict
DFT-computed band gaps from un-optimised experimental MOF
crystal structures as a key contribution to the development of the
new quantum-chemical database (QMOF) which contains not only
values for band gaps, but partial charges, spin densities, bond
orders, and other related structure properties. An initial dataset was
constructed from 42 362 non-disordered MOFs taken directly from
the CSD MOF subset, referred to as CSD-42362. This set was refined
to entries with less than 150 atoms per primitive cell and as
a result, a final set of 13 058 non-duplicated structures were
successfully optimised using periodic DFT+PBE VASP calculations
to compute band gaps for all structures, returning values in the
range of 0 eV to 6.45 eV. The QMOF database was developed for
the function of training ML algorithms to predict the band gap of
un-optimised structures, but may be used to aid development of
many different structure–property predictors.

Several techniques were used to approach this problem,
notably the use of a crystal graph convolutional neural network
(CGCNN143). CGCNN generates an approximate crystal graph
for each MOF with nodes representing atoms, and edges as
connecting bonds. This method of band gap prediction
returned a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.27 eV and an R2

value of 0.89. The result of this neural network technique for
band gap prediction compared against more traditional DDEC
computational methods can be seen in Fig. 9.

The study reports a compute time of 7 minutes for 13 058
MOFs using the CGCNN model versus 1.5 million hours of
computing time via DFT+PBE computation. This is an

Fig. 8 Screening process of MOFs using logistic regression (LR), support
vector classification (SVC), neural network (NN), and random forest (RF)
followed by high level DFT calculations. Reprinted with permission from
ref. 141. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.
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enormous resource-saving venture which can be used to create
a set of preliminary structures for more detailed investigation
in a single session using a laptop. Whilst it does require an
initial computationally expensive database of post-calculation
information to be created, the algorithm could be improved for
use on new materials by increasing the size of the QMOF
database. It would be expected that ML will be used for band
gap predictions to be performed by researchers who are not
familiar with, or do not have access to, high performance
computing resources.

The performance of this CGCNN model can be compared to
leading ML band gap models trained on other crystalline
materials. The first CGCNN created by Xie et al.143 achieved a
MAE of 0.39 eV on a training set of 16 458 inorganic solids.
Secondly, the MatErials Graph Network (MEGNet) created by
Chen et al.144 reported a MAE of 0.38 eV on 36 720 inorganic
solids which was later improved to 0.33 after transfer learning.
A global attention graph neural network (GATGNN) by
Louis et al.145 pushed the average error achieved to MAEs of
0.32 eV and 0.31 eV using Open Quantum Materials Database
(OQMD)142 and Materials Project146 datasets. Lastly, a weighted
average smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) based
regression model by Olsthoorn et al.147 reported a MAE of
0.39 eV. Due to uncertainties in experimentally measured band
gap values as previously discussed, an MAE less than 0.3 eV
should be deemed as satisfactory for the purpose of screening
materials, particularly if the nature of the search is aimed at
semiconductors. Identification of low band gap MOFs enables the
creation of a suitable set of candidates for trial in applications
where electrical conductivity may be a necessity. The smaller pool
of promising candidates can then be verified using higher level
DFT calculations.

An additional method reported by Rosen et al. involved training
models for composition-based features and representing these

results using kernel ridge regression (KRR). The technique SOAP,
was the best performer of all KKR models giving an MAE of 0.37 eV
and R2 of 0.81, slightly underperforming compared to the CGCNN
method. The 45-descriptor method used by He et al. was included
in the study, but was well outperformed by both SOAP and
CGCNN. Interestingly, the SOAP technique showed a significant
improvement in learning rate compared to the top-performing
CGCNN. However, the study was not extensive enough for these
two methods to reach a learning plateau. There is scope, therefore,
to extend these ML methods across a larger set of training
materials, given sufficient time and information, with the aim of
improving the accuracy of MOF band gap prediction.

Notable low band gap materials found via machine learning

Machine learning is capable of predicting band gaps not only
for MOFs but for materials that exhibit some very similar
properties. The CSD-42362 subset contains frameworks like
RAXNEK, a Fe-containing material with a HSE06-D3(BJ) band
gap of 1.06 eV.148 Many of these Fe-containing materials are yet
to be investigated in depth to determine their potential as
conductive materials but they are believed to be highly likely
candidates for use in conductive applications.121 We note that a
low band gap is not the only requirement for achieving
good electrical conductivity. The presence of disorder and
defects in experimentally synthesised structures can reduce
the conductivity, in addition to unknown thermal contributions
to the resistance.6 In general, it is ideal wherever possible to
take into consideration both high-level DFT and experimental
calculations when searching for conductivity.

In the work of Rosen et al., the computational screening
protocols performed on the CSD-42362 subset, predicted
the lowest band gap material to be OTARUX, a 3D periodic
structure. It was reported, after experimentation in 2011, that
this is a conductive material that notably demonstrates unique
non-linear current–voltage characteristics upon irradiation of
Ag(DCl_2) crystals.149 A notable typical MOF structure flagged
in this study was WAQMEJ,150 seen in Fig. 10, a 2-D non-

Fig. 9 Testing set plot for the CGCNN model comparing the ML derived band
gaps with the DFT derived band gaps. Gradient represents no. of MOFs in each
hexagonal bin, with line of parity dashed. Histograms on x- and y-axes
summarise band gap distribution. Reprinted with permission from ref. 105.

Fig. 10 WAQMEJ, a rhodium oxide based MOF which expands into
2-dimensional sheets. with a reported band gap of 0.71 eV (key: red –
O, turquoise – Rh, grey – C, white – H, purple – N). The Cambridge
Structural Database.152
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catenated MOF, with a DFT+HSE06-D3(BJ) band gap value of
0.71 eV. In contrast, GUTYAW151 (a non-porous 3D periodic
structure) was highlighted as the most insulating material, with
a DFT+PBE predicted band gap of 6.27 eV which was then later
refined to 8.36 eV after high level DFT+HSE06-D3(BJ)
calculation.

There is a wide-ranging selection of materials that have been
screened out as potentially conductive due to their low band
gaps, these include 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-quinodimethane (TCNQ)
derivatives, fluorinated linker or metal fluoride species MOFs,
polyoxovanadate-based MOFs, and molybdenum oxide-based
frameworks. These notable structures are detailed in Table 2.
The materials listed in this table were identified via ML,
although their predicted band gaps have yet to be published
for comparison with DFT results. These results suggest that
transfer learning techniques are highly feasible for ML band
gap prediction as there is significant, diverse, and successful
identification of previously confirmed conductive structures.
One of the more significant results of this work is the ability to
search for a greater variety of semiconductive MOFs. The
DFT+PBE predicted band gaps are reported for structures with
solvents removed, as in the case of HIVPOU for example.
However, the literature reports the band gap of a solvated
material and concludes that the conductivity is very sensitive
to the solvated state.104

Conclusions

Computational studies are increasingly playing a fundamental
role for the design and discovery of new functional materials. In
the field of electrically conductive MOFs, most computational
efforts have been focused on the calculation of band
structure through quantum mechanical calculations. In this
Review Article, we summarised the most common approaches
to predict MOFs electronic properties with the aim of
providing a global overview of the existing research and
bringing together a unique record of preliminary knowledge
for scientists working in the field of MOFs for electronic
applications.

Periodic DFT calculations are the most important and widely
used methods in characterising electron charge transfer path-
ways, providing rich electronic structure details and
datasets that provide atomistic insight into MOF conductivity.
Band gap predictions are highly sensitive to the choice of
DFT functional. DFT calculations using hybrid functionals (e.g.
HSE06) often predict band gap values that are closer to experi-
mental measurements, whereas LDA and GGA functional such as
PBE show a strong tendency to underpredict the band gap.
Measured band gap can also vary depending on the measurement
technique, synthesis and post-treatment conditions. We,
therefore, encourage theoreticians and experimentalists designing
new conductive MOFs to collaborate more often, while consider-
ing the limitations of the techniques used.

A key advantage of computational modelling is the ability to
design desirable structures before synthesis and laboratory testing.
Usually, this is performed by either hypothesising entirely new
materials or modifying existing structures to enhance the conduc-
tivity of MOFs. Effective structure modification strategies have been
developed, in isolated case studies, by modulating the orbital
overlap between metal cluster and organic ligands, the introduction
of guest molecules as well as the incorporation of structural
moieties to enhance redox activity and/or p� � �p interactions.
Yet, there is clearly a lack of systematic investigation on the
structural conductivity for a wide range of MOF chemistries which
does not allow much rationalisation to develop a strong structure–
conductivity correlation.

Given the rapidly increasing number of MOFs synthesised
each year and advancements in computational resources, high-
throughput DFT calculations are beginning to appear, typically
employed to aid in the discovery of new conductive materials.
Previous studies show that there is no ‘‘one size fits all’’ DFT
functional that is suitable for accurate characterisation of band
structure of MOFs and the application of such large screening
practices will largely depend on computational resources
available. An alternative approach is the application of machine
learning to greatly speed up predictions of MOFs electronic
properties. The use of such techniques allows us to narrow
down the list of promising MOFs to a manageable number so
that it is realistic to run high-level DFT calculations of their

Table 2 A collection of notable conductive materials identified using ML techniques

Name CSD refcode Metal DFT+PBE predicted (eV) Reported band gap (eV) Method Ref.

Fe(bipydx)(Au(CN)2)2 LOJLAZ Fe/Au 0.179 1.17 HSE06-D3(BJ) 105 and 153
Fe(squarate)(bpee)(H2O)2 RAXNEK Fe 0.382 1.06 HSE06-D3(BJ) 153
Ag(DCl)2 OTARUX Ag 0.045 149
(TTF)[Rh2(CH3CO2)4]2TCNQ WAQMEJ Rh 0.151 0.71 HSE06-D3(BJ) 150
Cu(TCNQCl2) FAFJAZ Cu 0.009 0.032 Experimental 154
Ag(TCNQBr2) BISVUW Ag 0.464 155
Cu(Pz)(V4O10) FEYCOE Cu/V 0.018 2.16 Experimental 156
Zn(C4H4N2)V4O20 XEHYEP Zn/V 0.448 0.59 Experimental 157
Mo2O6(m-trtzH)(H2O)2 LUYQUT Mo 2.963 158
[ZnL(b-Mo8O26)0.5(H2O)]H2O SASCIB Zn/Mo 1.947 159
Cu[Ni(pdt)2] HIVPOU Ni/Cu 0.039 2.1 PBE0-D3 104
Cu[Cu(pdt)2] WIHQEM Cu 0.240 0.193 Experimental 160
Cu2(bpe)(tfipa)(H2O) MUQCEH Cu 0.924 161
Co(p-F2-bdp) HADMOR Co 0.762 162
SIFSIX-1-Cu�C2D2 EMEJAJ Cu 0.921 163
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band structure. There are many positives to take away from the
current foray into the use of machine learning, including
the high predictive performance of both CGCNN and SOAP
techniques used in band gap prediction. Although we are
beginning to see an increase in the application of computer aided
low computation searching, the full potential of machine learning
for conductive MOFs discovery has yet to be realised. There is still
an opportunity for further refinement for extensions of the
training set to a chemically diverse set of MOFs as well as
more efforts towards improvements in the accuracy of reference
band gap calculations and improved methods to determine
the uncertainty in the predictions. The availability of such
comprehensive tools not only improves the power of DFT
predictions but also increases the insight that it can provide to
motivate experimentalists to design and discover new materials in
the exciting field of electrically conductive MOFs.
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